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24 Inches Long
16 Inches Deep
42 Inches High

Simplex SPECIAL Piano Player
“IT MAKES MUSICIANS OF US ALL”

The Latest and Most Wonderful Invention in Automatic Piano
Players. Compact – Ornamental – Capable of the
Most Artistic Results
As shown in the above illustration, the SIMPLEX SPECIAL does not come in
contact with the keyboard. It does not interfere in any way with the ordinary
uses of the piano. You can play the piano either with the aid of the SIMPLEX
SPECIAL or in the ordinary manner without changing the position of the piano
or player.
It is so constructed that it is not necessary to cut, mar, or alter in any way the
casing of the piano in making the attachment.
Results obtained with the SIMPLEX SPECIAL are equal to those obtained with our
regular SIMPLEX, and we feel we do not need to say more than that.
The SIMPLEX SPECIAL is operated in the same manner as the SIMPLEX.
Anybody can play more than five thousand selections of music on any piano by
the aid of the SIMPLEX.

Price of the Simplex Special, $300. Price of the Simplex, $250
Music Libraries at all principal Simplex agencies. SEND
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President’s Message
I hope everyone is having a great summer and that if your
travel discoveries include automatice music, that you use the
opportunity to spread the word about AMICA. If you need
brochures, contact Robin Pratt. This not only helps build the
organization, but it also helps the owners of these instruments find
services and products they may need and increase their knowledge
and interest in the field.
As you saw in the May/June Bulletin, several chapters are
planning public events, including band organ rallies and displays of
varied automatic music machines. These take a lot of work and
time, so try to provide assistance and support if you can. It’s sometimes hard for us to remember that our automatic music treasures
are often unknown to the general public. Use the opportunities to
enlighten people to these fun machines and you’ll have a great time
doing it, too.
I had hoped to have a mid-summer board meeting to handle
the year’s business, but with scheduling difficulties and the travel
involved, it just didn’t work out to have a face-to-face meeting this
year. Rest asssured that we’ll handle the business. The annual reports will be submitted to me and I’ll distribute them to officers and
board representatives. We’ll handle any needed votes by mail or e-mail and the actions will be published in the Bulletin, as always.
Next year, we’ll be back to the usual practice of having the board meeting with the convention. If anyone has any issues to be discussed by the board this year, please submit them through your board representative or directly to me. I hope to have everything gatherered and distributed for action by the end of July.
Thanks to Mark Reinhart for loaning the neat Auto Pneumatic brochure which was included with the last Bulletin. Thanks also to
Robin for doing such a great job reproducing it. Nobody else is reprinting this valuable material, which is of use and interest to many.
If you have such original documents around that you’d be willing to loan for reprinting, let us know.
Amicably,
Dan Brown
overviews and pictures. His many letters contain delightful
asides that unfortunately (or fortunately) are not printable in the
AMICA Bulletin. Those of you who have corresponded with
Emmett over the years will know exactly of what I speak.
I would encourage you all to write Emmett a thank you
note for all of his contributions over the years. Emmett will be
moving to an assisted living location in the near future and has
had to sell his prized Ampico and much of his collection. Last
year he donated his framed artist photo collection and many
files to the AMICA Bulletin.

His current address before moving to the assisted living is:
Mr. Emmett M. Ford
Dear AMICA Friends,
AMICA Honorary Mr. Emmett Ford has been our AMICA
Bulletin Contributing Editor for quite a few years. He has just
written me to tell me of what a wonderful life he has had and is
regretfully stepping down as Contributing Editor.
His many contributions to the Bulletin over the years since
he joined in 1973 have offered us many wonderful tidbits about
composers, roll artists, and musical luminaries of the past and
present. He has sent record reviews, book reviews, historical

649 North Pinecrest
Wichita, KS 67208-3554

Please note also that I have changed E-mail addresses. The
new one is: pianola@cros.net
Keep cool this summer!
Robin
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AMICA
Memorial Fund Donations
Please think of AMICA as a place to
remember your friends and family with a donation to the AMICA Memorial Fund.
Send to:
Judith Chisnell
3945 Mission, Box 145
Rosebush, Michigan 48878-9718
517-433-2992
jargc@juno.com

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
CHAPTER MEETINGS
Heart of America Chapter
August 17-18, 2001 Band Organ Rally, Eureka Springs, AR
Fall, 2001 - Branson, MO
December 1-2, 2001 - Linda and Gerold Koehler
Christmas meeting, Joplin, MO.
(Indoor plumbing assured)
June, 2002
September, 2002 - Billie & Bill Pohl will host a
Band Organ Rally in Branson, MO
December, 2002 - Barbara and Doug Cusick will host the
Christmas meeting. Leawood, KS.
September 1-2, 2001
Pacific CAN-AM Chapter
Band Organ Rally
Convention Center, Ocean Shores, Washington
Contact Norm or Sally Gibson
360-289-7960
nsgibson@coastaccess.com

Pacific CAN-AM Chapter
invites AMICAns to its

BAND ORGAN RALLY

Gateway Chapter
October 19- 20, 2001 - Small Organ Rally - City Museum, St.Louis, MO.
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September 8, 2001
Joint Meeting
Founding/Sierra Nevada Chapters
BBQ in Palo Alto, California
A Real AMICA Affair!
Contact Don Ellison, 650-327-1432
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Information: Norm or Sally Gibson, 125 Taholah St. SE,
Ocean Shores, WA 98569-9549
E-mail: nsgibson@coastaccess.com

~
June 26-30, 2002
AMICA Convention, Springdale, Arkansas

Letters…
The Virgil Fox Society
On Sunday, October 7, the “Friends of the Wanamaker Organ” (www.wanamakerorgan.com) and “The Virgil Fox Society”
(www.virgilfox.com) will be hosting a closed-doors memorial recital for the late Virgil Fox at the Philadelphia Wanamaker store (now
Lord & Taylors) on Market Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
This is the second private after-hours recital held, the last occurred 75 years ago. No elevator bells, cash registers, vacuum
cleaners or unruly children shall be present during this event. This is the largest playing pipe organ in the world. (The Atlantic City
Convention Hall [a.k.a. Boardwalk Hall] isn’t - it’s in a disheveled state at the moment, waiting for restoration funds.)
House organist Peter Conte will give the 2.5 hour-long concert on the Grand Court organ at 8 pm, playing a tribute to the late
organist Virgil Fox. Having heard Peter play this organ many times, I’m confident this will be a magical evening. There will follow a
champagne reception after the recital. I’ll be flying down there the prior night in order to attend this event.
Karl Ellison
P.S. To get a very frank insight into the life of evangelical organist Virgil Fox, consider purchasing the new book “Virgil Fox The Dish” - a book of memoirs by Ted Allen Worth on his interactions with the man, from the V.F. Society webpage.
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Letters…

Dear Editor:
The March/April article “T-100 Welte-Mignon - The Actual Cost of Ownership” article highlights the gross inaccuracy of using a
simple extrapolation of an hourly wage index. Simple wages do not take into account improved productivity. In fact, in many years’
productivity gains (production output per worker) exceed the increase in the hourly wage. Productivity gains come from automation,
improved manufacturing methods, etc. To apply a credibility check to prove the point, a roll that cost $8-12.00 could be made in
quantity (as they were then) today to sell for probably well under $20.00. Even in the very limited quantities that such rolls might be
recut at today, they can be sold profitably for under $100. Clearly extrapolating a “cost” today of $700-1200 is highly misleading.
Marty Roenigk
Mark Reinhart replies:
There are different ways to calculate dollar value changes over time. This is true. I chose the hourly wage index because the
production of both the Welte-Mignon and its recordings were extremely labor intensive in the early years. Productivity is another way
to measure changes. I did not have at my disposal in preparation of the article the mathematical factors to calculate dollar changes
based upon productivity. I expect that the dollar changes would be different again if calculated with a productivity index.
The “credibility check” suggested only considers the cost in cutting music rolls today. There are other considerations not
included such as the cost of hiring the finest pianists for a recording session, transportation costs to the recording salon, royalties due
the artist, plus the cost of interpreting the recording data to produce a music recording containing all the expression data. I suggest
that if one considers all the additional factors that the cost would still be very high today to obtain recordings of pianists who are at
the top of the field today. Even with computer assistance there have been few if any new recordings made which may be played on a
roll operated reproducing piano using expression data which was recorded and not inserted based upon an editors interpretation. The
Podolsky Ampico recordings are perhaps the single exception of which I am aware. Were it not for many hours of volunteer work,
they would not exist and therefore cannot be considered when comparing production costs.

Response to letter in May-June 2001 about IFMMO from AMICA member
Dear AMICA:
As a faculty member of one of the nation’s top institutes of technology, I must comment on assumptions made by Michael
Barnhart in the AMICA Bulletin. He states that, “sophisticated new generations will have little comprehension or interest with the
mechanical world of the past.” This is a ludicrous and feeble assumption that does not take into consideration the infinite curiosity
of the human mind. Most of my colleagues are professors of computer, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering, yet many belong
to organizations promoting the study and appreciation of past technologies. Some of my colleague’s clubs study ancient Egyptian
technology, alchemy, medieval astronomy, and early automobile engines. A section of my most popular course includes a week on
technology in Medieval Europe and I believe that my students, mostly computer engineering majors, find this quite interesting. We
cannot assume that a computer savvy generation will not find interest or comprehension with the mechanical past. Students visiting
my home have taken apart my Welte-Mignon piano out of fascination to understand the mechanics. In fact, they worked on a
translation from German to English of a Welte service manual as part of a senior project!
Connecting with IFMMO or IVPMMS will probably neither hurt nor help AMICA. My suggestion for increased interest is for
more properly tuned and well-rebuilt upright players for kids to pump with a selection of music such as Disney movie music rolls.
Kids and college students at my house always end up at the pumper playing songs they know.
I would truly feel sorry for the “sophisticated new generations” of screen culture (TV, video, computers, etc.) where “computers,
communications, data storage, and music generations will predominate the consciousness of society.” Who will build our beautiful
houses, sweet-smelling gardens, and appreciate the aesthetics of art and ecology and the mysteries of human life, past and present?
Professor Mike Kukral, Ph.D.
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Terre Haute, Indiana

2001 Convention, Melbourne, Australia
Dear Robin,
We have today mailed out the souvenir double video of the AMICA 2001 Convention in Melbourne, Australia to all participants.
We hope that these will bring back many happy memories. This completes our hosting of the convention, five years almost to the day
from St. Louis when the invitation was extended. The 2001 committee would like to take this opportunity to express our thanks to all
those who participated and to those who have taken the trouble to write emails or thank you cards to the various committee members
and also the home visit hosts. We were overwhelmed by both the quantity of this response and the generous comments that were
made, with many calling it the holiday of a lifetime. We all enjoyed the opportunity to show fellow AMICAns some of our country
and collections.
Thank you all,
John & Jan Ham - Steve Rattle - John Semmens - Ian Savins
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Dear Amica
Please take note of the recently released recording “1929 Skinner Organ - Opus 783 Residence Player Organ at Elm Court,
Butler, Pennsylvania,” now available from JAV recordings (www.GreatOrganCDs.com) or 1-888-572-2242.
This 2-CD set contains a voluminous 63-page insert (with complete articles, e.g. “The Player Organ and It’s Technology,” and
“Skinner Organ Rolls” by Nelson Barden, etc.), and is alone worth the purchase price. The 975 pipe instrument has been fully
restored by the Thomson-Allen Company. The rolls played are classical and are interesting to hear. Featured rolls are Skinner #506,
574, 762, 518, 602, 524, 508, 543, 577, 715, 536, 590, 517, 595, 603 and 793. There are also as many pieces played live by organists
Chas. Heinroth and Ken Cowan.
I highly recommend this CD set to anyone interested in roll-operating instruments.
Karl Ellison
Salem, MA

CD Release “ X A N A D U ”
For all you fellow organ lovers as well as stereophiles I am pleased to announce the release of a new CD by the talented John
Giacchi ofAustralia made on the Sanfilippo 5/80 Wurlitzer.
This album was recorded in 24 bit digital using 8 microphones for the greatest sonic pickup of this enormous instrument
in its large music room. For those of you who may have CD’s of this instrument which have been previously released (Lyn Larsen’s
“Paradise” and “Paradise Revisited”, Ron Rhode’s “Deep In My Heart”, Simon Gledhill’s “Carousel”, and the Hopeful Heart
Charity’s best seller “Simple Gifts”) and have been thrilled with the sound, this album will be another “must-have” with even greater
definition and dynamic range. In order to capture this album adequately, with the latest technology, two of the leading organ
recording engineers combined forces and equipment. Jim Stemke of “Digital Sonics” and Robert Ridgeway of “Magnetic Lab” have
been professionally recording pipe organs for over 30 years each. This represents the first joint recording effort by these two experts
and the results are sure to please even the most critical listeners.
The title of the album is “Xanadu” after the poem “Kubla Kahn” by Samuel Taylor Colleridge, (“In Xanadu did Kubla Kahn a
stately pleasure-dome decree.....”). The “stately” Sanfilippo “pleasure-dome” certainly qualifies for the title of this new CD. The
album comes with a 20 page, full-color booklet, giving details of the music and the installation.
The musical selections are as follows:
1. “Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (from “On Your Toes”) — Rodgers
2. “One Fine Day” (from “Madame Butterfly”) — Puccini
3. “Marahuana” (from “Murder at the Vanities”) — Coslow
4. “Rosalie” Remembered (“Who Knows?”, “Close”, “Rosalie”, “I’ve A Strange
New Rhythm in my Heart”, “In the Still of the Night”, and “Rosalie” reprise) — Porter
5. “Moorish Idol” (2nd Mvt. from “Aquarium Suite”) — Mayerl
6. “The Pilgrim’s Chorus” (from “Tannhauser”) — Wagner
7. “The Continental” (from the “Gay Divorcee”) — Conrad
8. “The Waltz in Swingtime” (from “Swingtime”) — Kern
9. “The 23rd Psalm” — Malotte
10. “Wizard of Oz” Fantasia (“Ding Dong the Witch is Dead”, “If I Only Had A Brain”,
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow”, “We’re Off to See the Wizard”.) — Arlen
11. “Spring Fever” — Bloom
Send your orders to:
12. “Barber of Seville” Overture — Rossini
Don Near
13. “Cuddle Up a Little Closer” — Hoschna
9700 Chapman Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92841
This exciting new CD may be ordered by sending a $20.00 check or money order made
payable to “John Giacchi”.
The CD will be mailed to you first-class, postage-paid.

Notes From A Seasoned Reporter
In a previous issue, Robin had some tips for Chapter Reporters. Since I am probably the longest-serving Chapter Reporter in our
organization, and since I am somewhat of a braggart, I thought I’d offer come sage advice to those who have undertaken to report the
news of their chapters.
I joined the Texas Chapter of AMICA in 1990. In those days, the chapter was . . .well . . dormant. We had about twenty members
statewide, and it wasn’t unusual to have attendance at meetings in the single digits. We did well to have three meetings a year. In
fact, there was talk - serious talk - of dissolving the chapter.
This did not set well with me.
Soon, it came time for the election of new officers. Since I fancied myself as having some skill at writing, I volunteered to
become Chapter Reporter. Since no one wrestled me to the ground in opposition to my becoming reporter, it fell to me by default.
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That was so many years ago I can’t even fathom how long it has been, but I must only assume I’m doing a fairly decent job of it, since
no one else has volunteered to do it, and no big black cars have driven by my home with shotguns aimed at me. Oh, and, incidentally,
the chapter is much healthier now. We have over seventy members statewide, and attendance at meetings can and often does reach 25
or 30 members. This year we have six meetings planned, and are already looking at next year. I may be a braggart, but even I wouldn’t even THINK of saying that my work as reporter has been responsible for this growth, heavens, no! But I’d like to think that the
enthusiasm I bring to the Texas Chapter shows in my meeting reports and has in some small measure contributed to the Texas
Chapter’s rejuvenation.
I have been looking at some of the meeting reports of other chapters, and many of them read something like this:
The Greater Poukipsie Chapter met at Joe and Jane Pryblicitcz’ house yesterday. They have an Ampico, a pump organ, and a
collection of used razor blades. It rained that day, so only 3 people showed up. After a business meeting, we adjourned for dinner,
prepared by Jane and consisting of tuna salad sandwiches on stale bread. We all had a lovely time.
Granted, this is a rather extreme exaggeration, but I want to make a couple points. First off, it’s bland. Herein comes my first bit
of advice: Don’t be afraid of adjectives . . . they are your friends. Look how much more appealing this chapter meeting sounds with
only the simple but effective addition of a few adjectives:
The Greater Poukipsie Chapter of AMICA met at Joe and Jane Pryblicitcz’s lovely home on June 36th. They have an outstanding
Louis XVI Art-cased Knabe Ampico B with an outstanding roll collection, a beautiful Estey 2 manual and pedal reed organ
with stunning (but false) pipes and a fascinating collection of used razor blades gleaned from the homes of such celebrities as
Don Johnson, Orson Wells and Sean Connery.
While attendance was a bit disappointing, those who missed this meeting because of a little rain really did miss a chance at seeing a great collection. Of course, as always, Jan served us a delicious meal. While casual, this delightful meal will be long remembered for its tasty bread and Jane’s one-of-a-kind tuna salad. Our thanks to John and Jan for hosting a great meeting; we only wish
there had been more in attendance for such a lovely time.
See? Now, with the simple addition of some descriptive adjectives, the meeting goes from sounding like a waste of time for
everyone involved to something that those there really enjoyed and that those who didn’t attend will regret missing. It doesn’t matter
how good - or bad - it really was, it sounds good. The adjectives, at least in part, helped do that. This example also illustrates my
second bit of advice: always make it sound better than it was. No one who hosts a meeting wants their meeting to be reported as if it
was a funeral. I don’t care if the instruments were moldy, the house reeked of garbage and the host’s dog did something unspeakable
in the middle of the living room, make it sound like the collection was one of the finest in the country, the house belonged in a
decorating magazine and the dog was the cutest thing since Benji. ALWAYS talk it up! No one wants to come to chapter meetings
that don’t sound appealing. Fortunately I’ve never had to report on a meeting that, to me, presented even a tiny challenge to make it
seem appealing, but, as I said, ALWAYS talk it up! It makes the host feel better, it makes chapter members more interested . . . and
it’s not really all that hard. There’s always some downside to every meeting . . . ignore it! Look for the positives, and exploit them to
their fullest.
There’s one other important bit of advice to be gleaned from the previous examples. In the first, the reporter only said the hosts
had an Ampico and a pump organ. In the second example, we find it to be a Louis XVI art-cased Ampico B and a 2 manual and pedal
Estey reed organ with a pipe top. This additional information is crucial!!! Readers will be much more interested in hearing about the
Louis XVI Ampico and the 2 manual and pedal Estey than simply “an Ampico and a pump organ”. While both are accurate, the
additional information is crucial to holding reader interest, not to mention enticing members to come to future meetings at this
location. Also, in the first example, the meeting was “yesterday”. It may have been yesterday when the report was written, but it
certainly isn’t by the time it reaches its audience. Always include dates!
One final bit of advice is one I offer with some trepidation: Use Humor. It is my hope that various comments in this article have
elicited a smile from my readers. That was my intention. Humor serves a purpose! It holds our interest a bit, and hopefully, makes
us want to continue to read. Use it sparingly, however, and be gentle with it. Humor can be a two-edged sword, capable of doing
more harm than good. If you fear a humorous comment may be taken in the wrong way, avoid using it. While I don’t mean our
section of this publication devoted to Chapter News should become a joke book, it shouldn’t be as solemn as a Requiem Mass, either.
It a nutshell, my advice is as follows:
#1 Be descriptive. Use as many adjectives as you need to, with the goal in mind to . . .
#2 Make it sound good. No one wants to come to a meeting that sounds like a dud!
#3 Include details of the collection: what kind of piano, what kind of organ, etc.
#4 Use humor (but sparingly!!!)
I really do hope this unsolicited advice is helpful. I’d love to hear from other chapter reporters and perhaps learn some tricks in
chapter reporting that may have eluded me.
Bryan “Catt” Cather
Reporter, Texas Chapter of AMICA
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TheTHE
“Player
“PLAYER VViolin”
IOLIN”
By Terry Smythe

W

ith the player-piano being in all but universal use,
many wonder why the combined player violin and
piano has not become equally popular.
The musical press and the daily papers have of late given
much space to the description of a player violin-piano which
has recently been exhibited in Paris. To judge from the tone of
the articles describing it, it would seem that the writers were
under the impression that the player violin-piano was an
entirely new invention, never having been heard up to the
present time. The fact is that inventors began to work on a
combined player violin and piano not long after the invention of
the player-piano.
More than thirty years ago a combined player and piano
was exhibited in the large cities of the United States and at
expositions. I remember seeing the invention at that time and
talking to the inventor at an industrial exposition in Cincinnati
where it created a great sensation. An upright piano with player
mechanism was used with an ordinary violin clamped into the
playing mechanism of the player-violin. The mechanism of the
two instruments was combined and synchronized so that they
played simultaneously from perforated rolls such as are used in
the player-piano.
The strings of the violin were set in vibration by four
wheels revolving at high speed. These wheels which took the
place of a bow were about an inch in diameter, as near as I can
remember, and ran in little troughs filled with powdered rosin.
All strings were of steel. When a certain string was to sound the
mechanism would press the edge of the wheel against the
string, keeping it there as long as the string was to sound. Two
or more strings could be made to sound simultaneously to
produce chords. The left-hand work was done by little levers
which pressed the strings to the fingerboard as required. The
entire machine was a triumph of mechanical skill and worked
perfectly although I suspect it required a good deal of looking
over frequently by an expert mechanic thoroughly familiar with
its construction and operation.

Past Predictions
A number of ambitious compositions had been arranged for
the rolls of this player violin-piano, including violin concertos,
overtures and miscellaneous violin compositions. As
mechanical instruments go, the effect was not unpleasant,
although of course it could not be compared to the work of an
artistic human performer. It was predicted that the machine
would come very rapidly into general use.
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This player violin-piano was one of the most popular features of the Cincinnati exposition. Chairs had been arranged for
an audience of two or three hundred people, and several recitals
were given daily. The seats were always filled and hundreds left
standing. A short lecture describing the machine preceded each
recital. Each number was followed by hearty applause.
The prediction that the new instrument would at once have
a wide sale was not realized. A fair number were sold for use in
hotels, confectioneries, restaurants, steamboats, fairs and
various amusement places, but it was far from attaining the
vogue of the player-piano, especially as regards sales to private
families.
Many people have wondered why such an attractive and
pleasing novelty failed to keep the attention of the public, while
the player-piano has sold by the hundred thousands. I have no
doubt that the following drawbacks prevented this from taking
place: the player violin-piano was expensive, since it combined
two instruments; then the violin had to be kept in perfect tune
with the piano, and many people found it difficult to do this
tuning. Prospective buyers were also afraid that such a complicated piece of mechanism would get out of order. Since the
number of sales of the player-piano were so much greater than
those of the player violin-piano it followed that the number of
rolls for playing were very much greater in the case of the
player-piano. Thus the owner of the player-piano had a very
much larger assortment from which to choose.

Present Sales
The player violin-piano is still manufactured in this country
and now has a comparatively wide sale to hotels, restaurants,
theaters, ice-creams parlors, and similar places, but a rather limited sale to private homes. The styles most in demand are those
on the coin-in-the-slot principle. The manufacturers state that
they are great money-makers, as the machines placed in pleasure resorts take in from $500 to $5,000 a year, or even more in
some cases. A large number of rolls is now available for playing
the machines. With the great simplification and improvement of
the player violin-pianos within the last twenty years they have
become popular with the public at places of amusement. Some
are now manufactured, consisting of two violins and piano,
played by the same roll. As all the violin strings can be played
simultaneously, some excellent arrangements can be made for
the instrument, making it sound almost like a string orchestra.
Player banjos, mandolins and similar instruments have
likewise been invented, most of them operated on the nickel-inthe-slot principle. These are practically all found in public

places and very few in private houses. The agents for the
machines send men at frequent intervals to tune and inspect
them and collect the nickels, in cases in which the manufacturer
rents the machines.
The invention of the radio has put something of a crimp in
the demand for instruments of this character, and it is doubtful
whether they wi11 came into wide general use except for public
places. Still, with the enormous demand for all kinds of
mechanical music, their wide acceptance is not impossible.
If the player violin-piano could be developed to the state of
perfection which has been achieved in the case of the player
reproducing piano (which at its best gives a very creditable

reproduction of the playing of the great pianists) there is no
doubt that it could be made of considerable educational value to
the violin student. For, awhile lacking in many respects the elements of perfect performance by a good human violinist, such a
mechanical player could give the violin student an idea of the
general musical effect of standard violin compositions.

Terry Smythe (204) 832-3982
55 Rowand Avenue tesmythe@home.com
Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3J 2N6 http://www.amica.org

MUSICAL TERMS MISUNDERSTOOD
C O U N T R Y -W E S T E R N M U S I C I A N S
Diminished Fifth - An empty bottle of Jack Daniels
Perfect Fifth - A full bottle of Jack Daniels
Clef - What you try never to fall off of
Treble - Women ain’t nothin’ but . . .
Big Band - When the bar pays enough to
bring two banjo players
Pianissimo - “Refill this beer bottle.”
Repeat - What you do until they just
expel you
Relative Major - An uncle in the Marine Corps
Relative Minor - A girlfriend
Portamento - A foreign country you’ve always
wanted to see
Arpeggio - “Ain’t he that storybook kid with
the big nose that grows?”
Transpositions - Men who wear dresses
Cut Time - Parole
Middle C - The only fruit drink you can
afford when food stamps are low
Cadenza - That ugly thing you wife always
vacuums dog hair off of when
company comes
Altos - Not to be confused with
“Tom’s toes,” “Bubba’s toes,” or
“Doritos.”

BY

Minor Third - Your approximate age and grade
at the completion of formal
schooling.
12-Ton Scale - The thing the state police weigh
your tractor-trailer truck with
Quarter Tone - What most standard pickups
can haul
Clarinet - Name used on your second
daughter if you’ve already used
Betty Jo
Cello - The proper way to answer
the phone
Bassoon - Typical response when asked
what you hope to catch,
and when
French Horn - Your wife says you smell like a
cheap one when you come in
at 4 a.m.
Cymbal - What they use on deer crossing
signs so you know what to sight
in your pistol
Staccato - How you did all the ceilings in
your mobile home
Aeolian Mode - How you like Mama’s apple pie
Bach Chorale - The place behind the barn where
you keep the horses
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What
Impulsed
Man?
WHAT IMPULSED MAN?
By Leonard Grymonprez

T

he peak period covering manufacture of small and
large mechanical musical instruments has for sure been
enduring the last half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth
century. The same period of important technical inventions and
industrialization projects which also led to a mass production
line of the above mentioned musical instruments as could be
faced with Polyphon, Symphonion, Adler and many more
German firms of music disc operating machines. The very
same happened with the reed tone reproducing instruments
which even so span such a versatile line of makes and
constructions (study pages 746/776 of the Bowers Encyclopedia
for this particular line of instruments). What impulsed man,
ages ago, to reproduce music by way of mechanical movement
is well worth investigating and studying the subject over I
guess.
As we all know today the final end of general manufacture
of these instruments occurred with the appearance of
gramophone and radio sets throughout our western world, and
since that time a source of information has been lost as well.
Fortunately an uprise of interest sharing the collecting hobby
field happened in the early 1950’s. The founding of the
Musical Box Society International in 1949, AMICA in 1969 in
the United States, The Fair Organ Preservation Society, The
Music Box in England, and the Dutch Het Pierement in 1954, to
name some. Several among all of these members did research
work again, and some even fulfilled and achieved wonderful
work! But all together it’s fine to note all reflect devotion into
their beloved hobby as well.
The following descriptions will try to explain the different
systems which exist among these instruments. However, let us
have a tip lifted among this versatile group of music makers.
First let us have a look at the instruments which basically
operated on the barrel system.
Generally the barrel is made out of wood, usually poplar, in
which metallic pins and bridges have been punched, and in turn
these pins and bridges are touched by a number of keys. This
way they reproduce the musical tones. Among this group of
instruments we are faced with the Flotenuhr (a musical half
clock of the 18th and 19th century), the tiny Serinette (often
called a bird organ), the Carillon, the cylinder operated
orchestrions such as the line of Welte and Sons of Freiburg,
Germany for an example, and the well known Italian
hurdy-gurdys or hand cranked street pianos which are totally
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disappearing from our city streets now. Most of the
above-mentioned groups produce indirectly the musical tones
by means of levers or steel keys. A group of mechanical
musical instruments that produce the tones directly is the well
known music box. The teeth of the steel comb are being
touched directly by the pins of the rotating brass cylinder and
set into vibration.
Among the instruments playing with metallic music discs
punched in steel, copper or zinc material and varying from 4, 5
inches upwards to 26 inches and even more, and other makes
and models in between, their mechanical movement could be
put into motion by different manners such as spring power,
crank movement or heavy weights. The well known make of
Symphonion, especially the large upright models, are
completely mechanical and are wound up solely by spring
power. The sound of these could be compared with the cylinder
music box, except for the fact the sound is more powerful to
listen to, and added to a much larger soundboard, it is not
difficult to understand several of the differences.
An astounding line of these instruments has been designed
and created at the specialized manufacturers of these which
resulted in lovely, precious hand-carved art cabinets. One of
the most impressive I have ever seen and heard has been the
“Adler-Fortuna-Dupley” playing two large discs of 26 inches
each which complement each other while rotating around. The
instrument was capable of playing almost twice as long as all
former known models. The duplex steel combs had 149 teeth
each (almost 300 teeth which play the part in the musical
performed scope), and everything encased in a most tasteful
rich carved cabinet. Some of these models have been placed in
private homes and residences or mansions, but some even
found their way and have been set up in café’s, restaurants and
public meeting places while automatically performing their
musical scope each time someone dropped a coin in the slot.
The Kalliston hand-cranked table models, a line operating
with metallic music discs as well is on the contrary partly
mechanical AND partly pneumatic, because it contains bellows!
The sound and tones are reproduced via sets of vibrating steel
or brass reeds as could be found back in the parlor organ, the
accordion, the mouth organ, and the Play-A-Sax.
Musical instruments equipped with key frames that
perform music via zig-zag folding cardboard music books in
which the music, the stops, the commands and percussion

effects are punched out on the punching machine by the noteurs
are to be regarded as the most important group which we could
divide in two versions. FIRST: The entire mechanical key
frame instrument (compressed air has nothing to do with these),
a key frame which exists of a row of balancing metallic keys
fitted at the far end on a brass wire and pushed up by springs.
For an example, this particular system could be found back on
the cardboard music book piano line (see and study pages
359/362 of the Bowers Encyclopedia). Wonderful! SECOND:
The line of fairground organs, dancehall organs and
orchestrions which entirely operated on compressed air
systems. Basically the key frame system was invented in 1872
by Joseph-Marie Jacquard (1752-1834), a French textile
technician and engineer at the city of Lyon, France. He
developed his system to use it for the weaving process of cloth
and blankets. He mechanized the former known weaving loom
(invented by the same Jacquard in 1801) so by punching out the
patterns of the cloth and blankets into folding cardboard strips,
the rectangular holes being touched off by puffing up keys, that
in turn shot the shuttles automatically back-and-forth through
the textures! Even today, a fine paternized blanket is still called
a Jacquard-blanket!
I am wondering myself if the present day firms who
produce such blankets even have punching-machinery to punch
out the folding cardboard strips as well? I guess they do.
Mechanical-pneumatic key frames could be found back on
most makes of fairground organs, dancehall organs and
orchestrions since 1892.
(I am wondering myself again if it could not have been
possible that Anseline Gavioli had peeped into old books
concerning Jacquard’s invention, and set up his mind to do so
again a good eighty years later . . . aut.)
The key frame is beautifully illustrated and well described
in my English friend Eric V. Cockayne’s book “The Fairground
Organ and How It Works,” but I try again to explain it to the
members, although Eric’s work is brilliant! The basic principle
is a row of metallic keys which share each other in very close
connection, fastened at the resting-point on a brass wire of
about 2 mm. and held in exact line and position by the brass
comb.
Mainly the row of keys is mounted above air-tight wind
chests (one, two or even three such) who receive wind supply
via a conduct from the bellow unit or main air reservoir. Inside
these wind chests are a double-acting row of valves (the amount
of these depend on the amount of keys as well!) which allow
via the organ air supply to get air escaped which in turn fulfills
the necessary functions as close-and-open valve function inside
MAIN wind chest, the change of stops and cancel, actions of
percussion effects, etc. (In a way, its functions could likewise
be regarded as does the carburetor unit for the automobile . . .)
Additional components and necessities of the key frame are two
rubber rollers, one in lower key frame body, the second
mounted into the hinged “bridge” as we used to call this

component in Belgium since 1892, and both, which in turn are
necessary for transport of the folding cardboard music books.
(Fascinating to note here, Gebruder Weber used the same
system and a SOLE experience to transport music rolls . . aut.)
We also find the brass grooved roller in the “bridge” and
the main function of this component depend solely to keep the
keys in a proper line and regulate the “two-millimeter-pop-up
through the cardboard music books via the adjustable screws in
the key-frame-bridge . . .(The “two-millimeter-pop-ups”
function could be awarded solely to perfectly adjusted key
frames! aut.)
Below the key frame body we investigate a tiny wind
chest, and inside of it we see a valve whose sole duty exists to
an “open-and-close” air entry into the group of key frame
windchests. This particular valve is NECESSARY for the
entire operation of all components of the instrument. No one,
and I guess few, will deny this function. The “cut-off key”
operates solely for this function. The cut-off key is
permanently connected via a stiff steel or brass rod with the
key-frame-valve, so it is in an open position when NO music
books passed the key frame unit, but closed when the “bridge”
of the key frame is closed and allows the air to enter it.
One could compare the system with holding the hand or
releasing the hand off from a human mouth. (To breathe or not
to breathe . . .aut.)
But OK friends, now we’ll turn the crank! To hear a
performance on a band organ, one just puts a cardboard music
book into the key frame. The crankshaft inside the main chassis
has two wooden pump sticks which in turn are mounted on both
the feeders. These are set into rotation when turning the organ
wheel, meanwhile moving both rubber rollers which are
connected from key frame pulley to crankshaft pulley, and
bellows air reservoir is raised and pours compressed air into
key frame chests and main organ windchest. The music book is
now moving through the key frame and it is pushing down the
row of metallic keys which pop up into the holes of the music
book one by one or in groups whenever a hole or a group of
holes passes them over.
Enduring the push up period of the keys, the corresponding
valves of the key frame chests are in open position. Through
these valves air is conducted by lead and rubber tubes (8 to 10
mm. O) to the pallet board, called: la planche a bourchettes at
the old French firms.
Connections between key frame and main organ windchest
are permanent. The rather weak airstreams coming from the
key frame and which open a pallet or a group of pallets is raised
in force by the air already housed in the main organ chest and
allows all functions to be properly performed.
Among band organs with a series of stops, the sound of the
pipes in turn depend on the command of the stop and cancel
chest. This important chest supplies air to pipe chests of
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melody and c-melody and registrations punched out in the
music book by the arranger directs all functions of the
instrument. Permanent functions for percussion effects, or
motion of statues are punched out as well.
I have seen and checked small carousel organs with only
two stops and large Mortier dancehall organs which had
twenty-nine.
Files recall Charles Marenghi in Paris, France released
dancehall organs with TWO key frames - one for the
orchestrion for the organ, the second for the function of the
illuminations on it. Like to have experienced these! The key
frame component or unit have been invented and patented by
renowned organ manufacturer Ludovico Gavioli back in
1892 and featured in the same year at the Paris world Expo.
However, some confusion among late connoisseurs will always
be a focal point of discussion . . .
Ludovico Gavioli’s invention was constructed by several
other organ manufacturers as well except for a rather minor
change of construction, BUT, the principle of function is
basically the same.
Keyless frames, often called “connection box body
frames,” fulfill their functions without keys, and the circular
holes, punched out in the cardboard music book which passes
through a tightly closed frame operate as set in by the noteur
and with the same basics as faced with a key frame unit and the
holes which are accurately drilled in the brass plate are
vacuum-covered by the music book itself!
While passing a hole, or several more at once, compressed
air escapes, thus allowing the opening of valves which reach the
main organ wind chest and in turn fulfill functions as stop and
cancel of pipe ranks and percussion.
It is not that easy to explain the above without the
assistance of a scheme or fine drawing to the members, and
therefore again I refer to the members the finest book of today
on the overall subjects from Eric V. Cockayne and especially
see and study page 77 and chapter therein it (3).
This particular chapter (as all others) is enriched with fine
drawings of all questions one may ask himself! Keyless frames
are mainly found back among German manufactured organs
such as Gebruder Bruder; Wilhem Bruder; Ruth; Wellershaus
and others.
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As an example, among the line of small instruments
operating on paper music rolls one might choose the German
manufactured Mignon. These have been made in several
different shapes and designs, but it is almost unbelievable how
romantic one turns into while having a chance to crank them. It
seems, as I experienced myself, the sound of a past world likes
to have us relax into a velvety soft against these all-around
stresses of today’s schemes . . . Oh yes, back to the article!
The advantage of pneumatic keyless frames exist in the
fact that cardboard music books are not torn apart by
improperly adjusted metallic keys. I have faced so many
lengths of torn cardboard music books which in turn resulted in
a disabled performance of music. My goodness . . .
A controversy of keyless frames is the fact it doesn’t act
that easy whenever water-touched cardboard, or even ruptures
in the cardboard are passing through which in turn result in
yelling of pipe ranks . . . French citizen C.F. Seytre of Lyon,
France invented and patented in 1842 a piano playing system
which used a music sheet made from stiff cardboard. He called
his instrument Kartonium - Karton = cardboard in English.
His instrument was developed on the keyless system! Back
in 1842 dear members . . . One such rare, and I am convinced
the Only such Kartonium could still today be seen and studied
at the Belgian National Museum of Musical Instruments in
Brussels.
Because photographing is strictly forbidden at the
Museum, few photos exist of this particular instrument.
However, I made a drawing quite early in 1981 for the benefit
of our members. What impulsed man to create, design and
make all of these beauties of a long forgotten past? I am
strongly convinced they are and will be cared for by many of
mankind, and even so cared for with a love bigger than ever
have been before! Along with our scattered collectors, friends
and students in the field, I sincerely wish it all may come true!
One day back in 1959, Kamiel Decap (see page 672 of the
M.B.S.I. 25-year Silver Anniversary Book) told me: Leonard,
we all of mankind breathe with air. So do pipes, reeds and
pneumatics. There is not one single solution to escape it and to
love this opportunity God has given us. . . Most basically
words I ever have heard about music and life.

SETTING AND MAINTAINING DUO-ART DYNAMICS
By Chester Kuharski

of re-adjustment later when the dynamics are incorrect due

Dear Robin,
Here is an article which I expect might be of interest to

to the compression of the stop block felts.

AMICA members with Duo-Art pianos. I have adjusted my

By adjusting each section of the accordions to the

XR and two other pianos according to the method (second

readings originally obtained, you will arrive at the correct

one) with just excellent results.

settings as determined by the new uncompressed felts and
Sincerely,
Chester Kuharski

the adjustment blocks. Now, since the felts on the stop
blocks have been compressed, they will remain more correct
for a longer time than the felts did when new. The purpose
of this process is to get the accordions to move their
prescribed distances. This is really rather backward, as the

D

ynamic Settings for Duo-Art are determined by

desire is to get an even, step to step ascension of the suction

the correct movements of the four accordian

curve. So, the hex screws can be adjusted to give such a

These

curve by adjusting them so as to get each step to be equally

movements can be set by the use of blocks available for

distant between the step above and the step below. I have

setting these movements by adjustment of the hex headed

done this, and the process uses a very long period of work,

screws. Now these will only be correct if new felts are used

but it is the ultimate solution. I expect the results will be

on the stop blocks. After a relatively short period of use, the

very similar to the results obtained by the first method

felts become compressed at the points where the adjustment

described above.

pneumatic sections of the two accordions.

screws contact them. As a result the dynamics are upset,
with #1 being now, too strong. The rest also being too
strong, but each in turn, to a lesser degree.
Now, the first thing that comes to mind to correct this is
to again adjust the hex screws using the adjustment blocks.
This is a mistake, as the blocks now bridge the compressed
areas of the felt, and now the dynamics are still off, with
little correction taking place. A method of surmounting this
difficulty is, immediately after installing new felts on the
stop blocks, to set the zero according to the test roll, and
then record this zero suction, and #1, #2, #4, and #8 using a
very accurate water gauge, and using a proper method of

My piano is a Steinway XR, and I took these settings
for my piano and set a friend’s XR and his comment
immediately after setting the accordions was “the piano
never sounded so good.” This was true - it never sounded so
good.
I expect that the factory never used stop blocks to set
the accordian travel, but instead used a special jig in which
the accordian was mounted, and recorded the amount of
movement of the hook. No doubt such a jig could be made,
and then, from time to time the movements of the accordian
checked and corrected.

taking the readings. By this, I raise the dynamic with the

Of course, after the accordions are adjusted, adjust the

lever, and then letting it go, allow the knife valve to settle

zero level according to a test roll or other method. The

itself. This results in a lower reading than if this is not done.

process above is only to adjust the accordions for proper

Now, preserve these suction readings for they are the means

movement.
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News
From
The Chapters

for us on a 1924 Steinway player piano. He played the
following American Classical Music pieces by Villa Lobos:
The Brazilian Cycle, Jungle Festival, and Dance of the White
Indian. Seth Montfort is practicing up to 10 hours every day
and is a Master Pianist. This was a most enjoyable piano
concert to listen to.
After this most everyone took a break and had some
pizza or fried chicken to eat. Some members went outside to
the patio by the swimming pool to relax.
A short time later Roger Johnson sat at the 1924
Steinway player piano and played three Ragtime songs for us.
They were: Mountain Green, Manhattan, and Home in
Pasadena. Roger player very well and everyone enjoyed these
Ragtime songs.
After this set Spencer Chase explained to everyone his
work on putting the Computer to MIDI to Player Piano rolls
connection together. Briefly, he is working on recording a
paper roll from a player piano to a computer. This way you
do not keep playing the paper roll time and time again. Now
you use only the computer to play the paper roll song without
wearing out the paper roll. When Spencer Chase has this
working, he can explain all this in detail in a future issue of
AMICA.

FOUNDING CHAPTER
Reporter: Thomas J. McWay III

President: Bing Gibbs (408) 253-1866
We had a perfect Sunday afternoon on June 10, 2001, for
our meeting at Roy Powlan’s home in Orinda, California - a
great afternoon of player piano music plus several members
playing their favorite songs on the player pianos themselves.
Had lots of talent and lots of food and drinks for all the 20
members today.
Roy gave all the AMICA members a tour of his home and
explained each one of the player pianos he has and what work
was done to each one to get them ready. Roy’s collection now
includes: a Steinway “OR” Duo-Art (1924) with an attached
ten-roll Aeolian Concertola roll changer, a Berry-wood “O”
roll orchestrion (1910), a German “red” roll Welte vorsetzer
(1911) which is fully restored and another in unrestored
condition, a George Steck, foot-impelled “half” Duo-Art
(1924), a visiting Steinway “XR” 91924) under restoration,
a visiting Steinway upright Duo-Art (1917), several
Rolmonicas and other toys, a one-thousand roll Duo-Art roll
collection, and a 200-roll German Welte “red” roll collection.
Roy played each one of these player pianos with about four or
five selections on each player pianos. Everyone here was
very impressed with the quality work that Roy and his friends
put into each player piano they restore. Quality work and
quality sound here.
Before and after the playing of these player pianos there
was a lot of talk on how each player piano was restored to
look and sound brand new.
Also we were very fortunate to have Seth Montfort play
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Then members went to Roy’s living room and listened to
several piano roll songs played on a George Steck foot
pumper. Roy played some of his favorite piano roll songs
which included: Down on the Farm, The Bowry, Dewey Day,
Processor of the Sardar, The Sanctuary, and Lotus Land. The
last two songs were by Joseph Hoffman. This was a most
enjoyable selection of songs. Most of these songs I have
never heard before.
After this most of the members left Roy’s home with a
wonderful feeling of a great afternoon of piano music, both
live and on player rolls. I recorded most of this playing on the
new Sony VX 2000 Mini DV Digital Video camera. I made
several copies of this two-hour recording on to VHS tapes for
the members to enjoy again and again. Attention Spencer
Chase! Can you put all of the digital video recordings I made
today into your computer and then transfer all the piano
recordings back to the player piano? Let me know soon.
Thanks from Tom McWay.

Everyone listening to some of Roy’s favorite piano rolls.
They were: Down on the Farm, The Bowry,
Dewey Day, Processor of the Sardar, The Sanctuary,
and the Lotus Land. Roy used the foot pumper for
all of these songs.

Ten-roll Aeolian Concertola
roll changer.

Spencer Chase explains his computer to MIDI to Player
Piano connection where you record paper rolls direct to
computer. Then computer plays the roll back.

Roger Johnson playing Ragtime music.

George Steck, foot-impelled
“half” Duo-Art (1924).

The Player Piano Room with AMICA publications and
other Player Piano information.

1910 Berry-wood “O” roll Orchestrion playing for AMICA
members. Sony VX 2000 Mini-DV used to record songs.

The other half of the Player Piano Room.

Roy Polan in one of his workshops.

Roy answering questions on how he restores player pianos.
Also the Classical, Ragtime, and Joseph Hoffman rolls he
enjoys playing all the time on his several player pianos.
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View from swimming pool
of entertainment room with
several player pianos in it.

John Fusco listens to a
player piano here. He
plays cocktail piano music,
but we could not get John
to play for us.

AMICA members relaxing on the patio.

AMICA members in player piano room talking and listening
about Roy Powlan’s piano collection and restoration projects.

Seth Montfort playing American
Classical Music by Villa Lobos.

German “red” roll
Welte vorsetzer (1911).

Food service, pizza and chicken had a lot more food and desserts later.

Roy Powlan explains what he has been
doing on working to restore player pianos.

Roy Powlan playing the Steinway “XR” 1924.
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GATEWAY CHAPTER
Reporter: Mary Wilson

President: Yousuf Wilson
In conjunction with our regular chapter meeting, the first
of several work sessions was held on March 18, 2001 at the
home of Yousuf and Mary Wilson. Gateway Chapter has
begun making the 20-note John Smith Busker Organ as a
chapter project, which will involve several meetings in the
coming year.

Left to right: Dorothy Crowley, Cynthia Craig,
Yousuf Wilson

Those participating in this meeting were Dorothy and
Bob Crowley, Carl and Veronica Ringer, Paul and Billie
Coates, Cynthia and Gary Craig, Tom and Jane Novak
and Mary and Yousuf Wilson. Fred Wilson from Colorado
was a guest at this meeting.
A short business meeting was held, during which Cynthia
Craig gave details for the Chapter Monkey Organ Rally to be
held at the St. Louis City Museum on October 19, 20, and 21.
It was also voted to pay for supplies for the organ from the
Gateway account as they arose.

In back: Fred Wilson; front left to right:
Bob Crowley, Dorothy Crowley, Yousuf Wilson

Participants were divided in small groups and each group
was given a portion of the organ to work on. At this meeting,
pipes were glued together, and the tracker bar and the bellows
were started.

Working on John Smith Busker Organ Left to right:
Dorothy Crowley, Gary Craig, Fred Wilson, Carl Ringer,
Tom Novak.
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MIDWEST CHAPTER
Reporter: Judith Chisnell

President: Judith Chisnell

Our happy host and his guest’s
on the bus.

On the second weekend in May, the members of the
Midwest Chapter of AMICA had a rare treat. We coupled our
meeting with an international trip.
Ken Vinen, of Stratford, Ontario, Canada, hosted us on
Friday for refreshments and an evening of fun and friendship
at his mid-nineteenth century Victorian home/Inn. The newly
decorated music room showed off Ken’s collection of
mechanical musical instruments in grand style, from the
modern Yamaha Disklavier to the early 20th Century Coinola
C with art glass, Bush and Lane Welte upright piano,
and Reproduco organ/piano. The years in between were
beautifully represented by his Knabe Ampico B grand (I think
this is his personal pet), a Seeburg KT Special, a Seeburg L
and an Ampico upright piano. The dining room housed many
hand-cranked tabletop boxes, a Regina disk player and three
wonderful Wurlitzer jukeboxes. All of this was interspersed
with musical memorabilia, phonographs with gorgeous horns,
and even a glass showcase filled with antique bicycle lamps.

Ken fixing Sunday morning breakfast

An added treat was a visit from one of Ken’s local
friends, Darren Wallace, of nearby Ingersoll in his 1926 Ford
Model T Roadster. Some of the AMICAns even took a ride in
it.
Another household passion is the assortment of tropical
birds. They certainly added to the conversation, as we all
tried to talk “bird talk” to them!
Friday and Saturday nights were spent, by most of the
guests, at a nearby hotel which also provided Saturday’s
breakfast, a box lunch for our bus ride to a nearby village for
shopping and sightseeing, and a lovely pre-theater dinner
Saturday night. We even got a tour of a lovely home/museum
(almost as old as Ken’s) called Castle Kilbride during our bus
excursion on Saturday.
From the hotel, guests had a short walk after dinner on
Saturday evening, to one of Stratford’s famed theaters to
enjoy the Shakespearean comedy Twelfth Night.
Sunday morning, we all gathered for breakfast at our
host’s home. He cooked each meal to order and they were
delivered by his assistant innkeeper, Henry. They were ably
assisted by Veronica during the weekend, who has been with
them for the summer seasons for the past several years.
This obligatory meeting went quickly so that we could all
go find that one last Canadian treasure we had to buy before
we headed back to the USA. With the currency exchange rate
being heavily weighted in our favor, we all got a “bargain.”
Thanks again, Ken for a terrific time. Maybe you’ll
invite us back again some time?
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Group in music room

PACIFIC CAN-AM CHAPTER
Reporter: Kurt Morrison

President: Kurt Morrison
No, Jeff, that
is NOT the
Canadian
flag.

We held our first meeting of the year on March 31, 2001,
at the new home of Norm and Sally Gibson in Ocean Shores,
Washington. It was quite a distance for most members but we
still had nearly 30 people in attendance. The custom designed
Gibson home features a 30’s Deco Theater, an almost complete 50’s soda fountain, a music room, a tearoom and a 3rd
floor tower reading room. Norm had on display his nearly
completed band organ called “The Scotsman” which he
designed and built himself.
Carl Dodrill gave his report on the 2003 AMICA
Convention in Portland, Oregon. The date for the event will
be August 20-24, 2003. It will be held at the Double Tree
Hotel in downtown Portland. The convention souvenir roll
will be composed and played by our chapter member Nathan
Bello, who recently played at Carnegie Hall as a winner in the
Russian-American Music Association’s Young Virtuosos
International Piano Competition.
Norm Gibson gave his report on the Labor Day band
organ rally to be held September 1-2, 2001 in Ocean Shores,
Washington. To that date only 20 people had registered to
attend the event. Members were asked to contact Carl
Kehret if they would like to volunteer to oversee the player
piano in the demonstration room so the general public could
get the chance to pump a player piano.

Bev Brabb &
Peg Warner

We were grateful to
greet two new members
who joined our chapter
at the meeting: Ron and
Jan Hubert who drove
all the way from
Florence, Oregon to be
with us.
The meeting was
adjourned and everyone
made a beeline for the
kitchen and the wonderful
potluck.

The last guy to
leave, after so
much fun

Our gracious hosts,
Sally and Norm Gibson.

Chapter members sit
amongst the splendor
of the movie theater
during the business
meeting.
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Secretary Hallie
Dodrill reads the
minutes of the last
meeting while new
President Kurt
Morrison listens
intently.

It’s always fun, and the park is a great place for a rally.
This year there weren’t as many people as usual. It think it’s
the timing, with the Fourth not until Wednesday. The people
who did attend, however, were very interested in the organs
and in our role in keeping them running and out for the
public to enjoy. Sometimes, if not always, quantity doesn’t
matter . . . quality does.
July 1 was a new experience for us this year. We had
our rally at Descanso Gardens, and it was a real pleasure.
Descanso Gardens is a lovely place with lots of shade and a
huge mailing list. (They sent out 10,000 newsletters to their
list, all giving us a plug.)
First a little about Descanso. It was the home of
Manchester Boddy, who founded the Los Angeles Daily News
in 1926. He was a successful businessman and bought the
land in La Canada over a period of about 3 years, 165 acres in
all. He built a 22-room mansion there in 1938. Then he
purchased an additional 280 acres and began by planting
camellias. At its peak, Boddy estimated that he had 600,000
camellias planted on the property, with pipes and the
infrastructure to transport mountain spring water to the land
from his watershed. This is still the source of irrigation for
the Gardens.

Norm Gibson’s nearly
completed band organ,
“The Scotsman.”

There is a live oak on the property estimated to be over
400 years old, along with azaleas, lilacs, roses, and each
spring a variety of flowers make the area into a colorful
wonderland. The tulips this year were fantastic.
Descanso Gardens was sold to the County of Los Angeles
in 1953, mostly due to the fact that the area was being
developed and the residents of the new homes objected to the
steady stream of traffic that his gardens generated.
Now a nonprofit organization manages the Gardens, and
it is a beautiful place.

The Aeolian Grand
pump organ waiting
for someone with
talented ankles to
make it play.

SOUTH CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Reporter: Shirley Nix
President: James Westcott
June 30 found us again at Sierra Madre in Memorial
Park. It seems to be well on the way to be a tradition for us to
start off the Fourth of July Holiday for the town of Sierra
Madre.
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They have both a tram and a miniature train going around
the terrain, and the engineers of both were giving us a boost
every time they went out, urging people to visit our organs
and enjoy the music.
This was the first time they had anything like this, and
they were very anxious for us to be happy so we would want
to come back if it worked out, which it did, since our weekend
really boosted their attendance.
It was really great for all concerned. We had a great time,
with lots of good press even after the event. We had loads of
people who were interested, including at least two people
who had organs themselves, but didn’t know about the
organization. We handed out applications for AMICA, and
hopefully will bring in some new members through this effort.
I don’t know how many we handed out, but it was a lot. Of
course, most of those people don’t bother, but we do pick up a
few every year from these events.
The Gardens have asked us to come in next week with
the idea of setting up next year’s event, so this may become
an annual effort. We will try to make it spring or fall so it will
be a little cooler, since even with the shade a few people
suffered with the heat.
Our next rally will probably be the Arborfest in Fullerton,
another yearly event. That will be October 13 and 14 in case
you will be in the area. If you want to bring your organ, let us
know. We’d love to see you!!!

Ralph and Gloria Schack with
granddaughter Brooke, who is
growing up with mechanical music
(Brun Organ - “The Ralph”)

Jerry Pell, hard at work while his son
Darren talks about the Wurlitzer 103
- a sweet machine.

The train, with the driver who told
everyone to visit the organs.

Dave and Darlene Wasson relax in the shade
while “Trudy” keeps the crowd entertained.
This young man has been at Sierra
Madre for the last five years.
(He’s 13.) He knows a lot about
the organs and will be a
member one day.

Jack Conway and Gary, who drove him
to the Rally, the calliope on his model A
was a hit.

Lloyd Osmundson, who is really
good at talking to the people
and getting their interest.

Charlie Porter and “The Spirit of San Diego.”

Ron Wolf with his Verbeeck Organ, always a crowd
pleaser. He sometimes had an impromptu sing
-along or dancing going on.

Frank and Shirley Nix
with their Limonaire Organ.
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QRS Factory

SOWNY CHAPTER
Reporter: Frank Warbis
President: Anne Lemon (905) 295-4228
Our first spring meeting was held at QRS Piano Roll
Company located at 1026 Niagara St., Buffalo, New York.
The gathering had been arranged by our president Mike
Walter. Mike began by taking us through his photo album,
showing daily scenes from the 2001 AMICA Convention in
Australia to the extent that we felt that we had been there
ourselves.
Mike introduced Bob Berkman, production manager for
QRS who took over the meeting. He gave us a brief history
of the factory then showed us a fascinating video on how
piano rolls are made demonstrated by Max Kortlander. Bob
then explained that in 1956 he had been asked to be on a
panel show entitled “You Asked For It” hosted by Joe
Franklin, where the public sent in questions to be answered.
Bob was there to explain the history and importance of Piano
Roll music. He gave us many memories of J. Lawrence
Cook (1899-1972) who cut piano rolls for over thirty years
(see AMICA Bulletin Volume 38 #2), and of Ramsi Tick who
was an honorary member of our chapter (see Bulletin Volume
37 #6). Bob also gave us a thorough description of the new
QRS Pianomation - driven by computer software. There is a
new catalogue - number 2004, called “a guide o the QRS
Pianomation MIDI music library and accessories,” a 97-page
booklet. Many, many new series of music - for example there
will be Jewish music rolls available soon. There was a tape
hosted by Joe Augustine demonstrating Pianomation using
the 5’Ts: Touch, Time, Technique (simple or dazzling),
Temperament and Talent. Bob showed us how the Melo
recording piano invented by Melville Clark cut the holes on a
piano roll. Up to 1912, much editing was required as the
piano only recorded certain parts of the music without sustain,
expression, etc. In 1931, Cook made all arrangements
relearning the craft of recording when using live imported
artists.
The occasion concluded with a business meeting - Bob
Beckman was thanked and invited to dinner at a popular
Italian Restaurant.

Bob Berkman
welcomes us to
the QRS Factory
and Showroom

Bob demonstrated an
instrument that used
rolls that was hand
turned by a crank.

QRS
demonstration
room - Muriel,
Anne, Lori, and
Nancy.

QRS Factory Tours - two tours daily, at 10 am and 2 pm
only, Monday through Friday year ‘round! We are closed
weekends and the days surrounding major holidays. Any
doubts as to ‘open’ dates can be resolved by phone or letter.
1-716-885-4600
Bob demonstrates
his pumping
technique.
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The group admiring Bob’s pumping technique.

Mike reads the historical plaque from the National
Mechanical Engineering Society - the QRS punching
piano was invented in 1912 by Mellville Clark, as
Frank and Joan Warbis, Lori Root, Muriel Hodgkins
and Anne Lemon look on.

Harold Hodgkins and Howard
Root watching the videos,
behind them is the
Pianomation
computer setup.

The Melville Clark Apollo
recording piano.

Mike Walter showing his pictures from
the 2001 AMICA Convention
Melbourne.

Photos by John Johns

A mechanical violin

Lori Root is checking on the menu decisions of
Anne, Gary, Bob, Mike, Holly, and Nancy.

Joan and Frank Warbis enjoying the food.
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remember this piece, think of Alan Sherman . . . “Hello
Muddah . . . Hello Faddah . . .”)

TEXAS CHAPTER
Reporter: Bryan “Catt” Cather
President: Jerry Bacon (214) 328-9369

The Texas Chapter of AMICA was treated to a rare “Step
Back in Time” when we met Saturday, June 2, at the home of
Chapter President Jerry Bacon. Jerry has recently acquired a
rare Fotoplayer - basically a “player piano on steroids”
designed to accompany silent movies. “On steroids”, you
might ask? Well, it has two spoolboxes, two different types of
organ pipes, plus two drums, cymbals, castanets, woodblock,
doorbell, train whistle and a host of other sound effects. So I
think that is an accurate description!
Photoplayers (of which “Fotoplayer” is one brand) are
some of the rarest of mechanical musical instruments, since,
after the advent of “talkies,” these machines were usually
removed from the hundreds of theaters that housed them, and
scrapped. That Jerry’s instrument has survived at all is
remarkable.
After giving us a short history of his new acquisition, and
demonstrating the various sound effects, Jerry accompanied a
vintage silent film shown on the large-screen television next
to the Fotoplayer. But this was no ordinary silent film. This
was an early documentary . . . a tour of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Organ Factory, where some of the finest theater organs ever
produced were made. As choices of “mood music,” Jerry
played a number of “Picturolls” - music rolls of mood music
specifically produced by the Filmusic Company just for
Photoplayers. Jerry’s vast roll collection (around 4000)
includes approximately 70 Picturolls. I should note that
Jerry’s Fotoplayer plays standard, 88-note piano rolls, and
that Picturolls will play on any 88-note player. I should also
note that, while the Fotoplayer was intended purely for
entertainment purposes, in Jerry’s adept hands, they are
capable of great performances of classical music, as
evidenced by his moving presentation of a magnificent
Connorized roll of Ponchielli’s “La Gioconda.” (If you can’t
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After the film, we held a brief business meeting. Several
chapter members had gone with Joe and Barbara Uher to
see the stunningly beautiful Millhous collection in Florida.
Joe remarked that this collection contains some of the rarest
and most magnificent of instruments, all of them restored to
absolute perfection. Joe is also currently looking into a trip to
the Sanfillipo Collection in the Chicago area for interested
Chapter members. It was also announced that we will have at
least two more meetings this year, the dates of which are to be
announced. One will be at Bryan Cather’s piano shop,
Pianotex, and will be a “mart;” the other will be our annual
Christmas party.
After the business meeting several of us drifted off, while
others, as is always the case at Jerry’s house, stayed quite a
while longer enjoying Jerry’s magnificent collection: in
addition to the Fotoplayer, he has two A-Roll coin pianos, one
by Seeburg, the other by Western Electric, as well as an
Orthophonic Victrola, numerous other phonographs, quite a
number of old radios, plus several antique fans, a large
collection of vintage advertising, plus a massive roll and
record collection. Jerry was gracious enough to share some of
the “overflow” of his roll collection, offering about 100
vintage and not-so-vintage rolls at such amazingly low prices
that many of us left with more than when we came. I know I
made out like a bandit!
The Texas Chapter is very fortunate to have such an
outstanding collection so close at hand, and owes Jerry
Bacon, our president, a big “Thank You” for, once again, hosting SUCH a great meeting.

T

HEY SHALL BE
REMEMBERED
Sent in by Shirley Nix

Pat
Hodge

Pat Hodge, wife of Ken Hodge, passed away after a
long, debilitating illness.
Pat and Ken have been long-time members of the
Southern California Chapter of AMICA, and Pat served
as Treasurer for a while. When she left the position,
Ken took over and has been our Treasurer ever since.
Pat enjoyed the instruments, the meetings, and the
people. She was an intelligent lady, and it was fun to
converse with her at the meetings.
She and Ken enjoyed the London AMICA
Convention. She hadn’t been able to attend the
meetings the last few years, due to ill health.
She will be missed, and we all send our sympathy to
Ken and the family.

Ed
Richmond
Ed
Richmond
passed away, and we
will miss him. Ed and
his wife Dodie had
joined the Southern
California Chapter of
AMICA so they would
be notified of the organ rallies our chapter put on.
Ed and Dodie brought their monkey organs to our
rallies, and Ed always had a smile on his face. He was a
collector, with a lovely assortment of instruments, and
he loved them all.

Jenny
Biggins
Jenny Biggins passed
away March 27, 2001, after a
long illness, which she bore
with grace, dignity and a
sense of humor.
Jenny was a long-time AMICA member, along with
her husband Robin. She was a loving, intelligent
woman, and a good friend. I always enjoyed my visits
with Jenny. She was well-read, and we discussed the
woes of the world, and our cures for them.
Our condolences to Robin and the family. Jenny
will be missed.
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ADVERTISING
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT
ALL ADVERTISING IN THE AMICA BULLETIN
All advertising should be directed to:
Robin Pratt
630 East Monroe Street
Sandusky, Ohio 44870-3708
Phone (419) 626-1903
e-mail: pianola@cros.net
Ad copy must contain text directly related to the product/service
being offered. Extraneous text will be deleted at the Publisher’s
discretion. All advertising must be accompanied by payment in
U.S. funds. No telephone ads or written ads without payment will
be accepted. This policy was established by a unanimous vote of
the AMICA Board at the 1991 Board Meeting and reaffirmed at
the 1992 meeting. AMICA reserves the right to edit or to
reject any ad deemed inappropriate or not in keeping with
AMICA’s objectives.
The BULLETIN accepts advertising without endorsement,
implied or otherwise, of the products or services being offered.
Publication of business advertising in no way implies AMICA’s
endorsement of any commercial operation.
AMICA PUBLICATIONS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
ACCEPT, REJECT, OR EDIT ANY AND ALL SUBMITTED ARTICLES AND ADVERTISING.
All items for publication must be submitted directly to the
Publisher for consideration.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $.20 per word, $5.00 minimum
for AMICA members. Non-members may advertise double the
member rates ($10.00 minimum). Because of the low cost of
advertising, we are unable to provide proof copies or “tear sheets”.
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Full Page — 71/2 " x 10" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Half Page — 71/2 " x 43/4" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarter Page —35/8 " x 43/4" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Business Card — 31/2 " x 2" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$150.00
$ 80.00
$ 45.00
$ 30.00

Non-member rates are double for all advertising.
Special 6 for 5 Ad Offer - Place any ad, with no changes, for a
full year (6 issues), and pay for only 5 issues. Payable in advance.
Photographs or halftones $15.00 each
Loose Sheet or Insert Advertising: Inquire
We recommend that display advertisers supply camera-ready
copy. Copy that is oversized or undersized will be changed to
correct size at your cost. We can prepare advertisements from
your suggested layout at cost.
PAYMENT: U.S. funds must accompany ad order. Make check
payable to AMICA INTERNATIONAL. Typesetting and
layout size alterations charges will be billed.
DEADLINES: Submissions must be received no later than the
first of the odd months (January, March, May, July, September,
November). The Bulletin will be mailed the first week of the
even months.
(Rev. 6-98)

“ The notes I handle no better than many
pianists. But the pauses between the
notes - ah that is where the art resides”
~ Arthur Schnabel
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FOR SALE
ENGLEHARDT cabinet piano, SEEBURG K, eagle glass, ROOS
Dutch street organ, empty Cremona G case, upright CHICKERING
Ampico A, SEEBURG G per, CREMONA model “A” artcase, four
SEEBURG E pianos, MELVILLE CLARK APOLLO push up player,
PHOTOPLAYER double tracker spoolbox, 65/88 note tracker/stock, old
bass/snare drums. J. Pohlpeter, 503-656-9757.(4-01)
MINER OTTO ACCORDION, coin operated, improved swell shade
system, drums, glockenspiel, triangle and accordion. Plays up a storm. 3
years old and in as new condition with low playing hours, includes 5 G
rolls. Half the cost of new $4,750. Bill Masterman, 253-565-9470. (4-01)
Vintage AMPICO and DUO-ART music rolls for sale as well as
88-note selections. Hundreds of titles to choose from. Send for free list.
Nathan Bello, 930 Cornell Ave., Gladstone, Oregon 97027;
E-mail: Ampicoroll@AOL.com (4-01)
1927 CHICKERING AMPICO “A” Grand Style 59, American Walnut
case refinished and Ampico action rebuilt 1979. New bass strings and
perfect ivory keyboard. 100 old and new rolls with cabinet. Picture of
piano and roll inventory available on request. $9,000. Call Randy
Jensen, 775-329-8088. (5-01)
AMPICO, Duo-Art and Welte Licensee rolls for sale $3 each. Player
parts for sale cheap. Price lowered on player piano tools by Bill Maguire.
(631) 261-6799, 146 Broadway, Greenlawn, NY 11740;
mbillmaguire@aol.com. (5-01)
GRAND PIANOLA PIANO, 6 foot, GEORGE STECK
THEMODIST Pumping Player Piano. It has the pumping pedals built in
where the lyre is. These grand type players are somewhat rare. Case is
mottled mahogany and is in good condition. Doesn’t need refinishing.
Piano action needs some repair work. The soundboard and strings need a
good cleaning and the bass strings could use cleaning, twisting and
reinstallation. The soundboard is in good shape. Player action works
OK, except for a few keys that also don’t work when manually played.
Piano roll runs smoothly, as was the case with most Aeolian player
actions. Has original player style bench (slight angle to top). Piano has
double legs as did all the reproducing player pianos of that period.
Approximately 80 ea. 88 Note rolls and 5 Themodist rolls with piano.
Piano is located in Santa Cruz, California, USA. $3500.00. Contact Bing
Gibbs, 408-253-1866. (4-01)
Beautiful 5’8” 1919 CHICKERING AMPICO #130428, piano
completely rebuilt. New strings and new hammers. Exquisite handrubbed lacquer finish in original brown mahogany color. This Stoddard
Ampico is the “universal” Ampico: it plays all Ampico rollsbeautifully
with ease from the earliest Stoddard rolls to the late ‘B’ rolls. Includes
matching bench and rolls. Asking $13,000. David Wallis
708-366-3103 (Chicago area). (4-01)
STECK 1921 AEOLIAN DUO-ART Piano with rolls, roll cabinet and
bench, beautiful finish, up-right, $5,000, Reva, 916-987-8876 (4-01)
CREMONA K - fully restored, pristine condition. Very rare (only 10
known to exist), plays M rolls, great arrangements, sweet sound. Bob
Caletti, (650) 325-3893, bcaletti@pacbell.net (4-01-G)
WURLITZER 146B BAND ORGAN includes 30 music rolls. Organ
pneumatics rebuilt in 2000 by expert. Photo by mail or E-mail $15,000
Tel. (805) 491-5806 (5-01)
DUO-ART STROUD UPRIGHT, Late model with full expression
system and late style pump. Brown mahogany, original (but tired)
condition, beautiful ivoies, bench, needs restoration. $600 obo. for more
info.- pianola@cros.net or 419-626-1903 OH (5-01-G)
ARTIZAN X A 1 MILITARY BAND ORGAN. 46 Key - Excellent
condition - Recently rebuilt by professional. Fantastic sound. Several 125
rolls included. See Bowers Encyc. page 814 and Bopp’s American
Carousel Organ Encyc. page 204 Fig. 312 - $18,000. Paul Morgenroth,
Grain Valley, Mo. 816-229-1255 (6-01)
MARSHALL & WENDELL AMPICO Electric Player 5 foot baby
Grand Piano serial #113128 (or 112188) re-finished off white lacquer,
new keyboard, Re-strung, excellent playing condition (Award winning
Chickering piano) Pump in player has to be repaired. Asking $17,700,
call 201-224-2265 (6-01)

PLAYER AND REPRODUCING ROLLS for sale. Newly re-cut
“Magic Melodies” DUO-ART and AMPICO rolls and new “Top Hat” 88
note roll. Original and other re-cut rolls; program rolls for AMPICO and
DUO-ART. All in excellent condition. Write or call for listings. Magic
Melodies, 360 Lawless Road, Jamestown, KY 42629, call 270-343-2061.
(6-01)
NEW PIANO ROLL BOXES - Large and Small available. Small boxes
(2 x 2) are covered with White Litho (bottom), and either Black Leather
or Brown Leather paper (top). Large boxes (3 x 3) are covered with
Black Leather paper (bottom), and Black Alligator paper (top). Prices
are: $1.20 each (small), $2.50 each (large), plus shipping. A 20%
discount will be given for orders over $100. Many other repair supplies
available (leaders, tabs, tubes, flanges, repair tape). New QRS Rolls 20%
off catalog price on orders over $100, 5% on orders less than $100.
Refurbished 88-note rolls (new leader, tab, labels and box), $6.00 each.
Hundreds of used rolls starting at $3.00 each (guaranteed playable).
California Player Roll Co., www.calroll.com, (760) 244-ROLL (7655)
(6-01)
AMPICO, DUO-ART & WELTE Rolls, great selection ofpopular,
classical and medleys. Also, 88-Note Piano Rolls, hundreds of used
rolls, - $3.00 each plus shipping. Also New Old Stock QRS Rolls,
$5.00 each. Will furnish lists on request. Dave Caldwell, 400 Lincoln
Lake Road NE, Lowell, Michigan 49331; (616) 897-5609 (6-01)
More Stuff from ORANGE COAST PIANO Automatons:
Violin Player with Marionette & 2 tune Music box, stands about 14”
Roulette/Decamps Redressed $2,850.00. 2-Dining Monkey’s Automaton
14 movements very old needs restoration $3,000.00. and many more! 2
Movement Musical Watch very early around 1810 Single Tooth
Movement music box in watch doesn’t work we never opened it to check
why second movement works great! $3,650.00. Orchestrion’s: Wurlitzer
“Pianorchestra” Style 12 with Silver fox finish 100% excellent condition
works great. Also includes the Original Peacock Wounderlight comes
with a 50 roll library can be seen on page 681 of the Encyclopedia of
Automatic Musical Instruments (E.A.M.I.) top right. greatly reduced
price call for quote. Peerless “Wisteria” Orchestrion in Tiger Oak
Completely restored with 37 notes of Violin/Cello pipes, Crash Cymbal,
2- alternating Castanets, Woodblock, Triangle and Mandolin rail under
full expression with all original art glass can be seen on page 556 of the
(E.A.M.I.) this is wonderful sounding orchestrion with a Very impressive
13 roll library~10 tunes per roll! A beautiful and wonderful Orchestrion
at a fraction of its true worth $43,900.00 or near offer! Polyphon 20”
Style 4 Double comb Disk Changer with 10 disks and matching Storage
Cabinet 100% excellent condition Burl Walnut $26,500.00 or near offer
Mira 18 1/2” Console in Fiddleback Mahogany Very load and bell like
tone only one word describes this “BEAUTIFUL” with 12 Disks
$9,800.00 or near offer. Late Model 1928 Mills Violano Virtuoso
Mahogany Case works great! with 4 incredible rolls and one of our
lowest priced Violano to date. Also 5-Nickelodeons 3 are from “Knott’s
Berry Farm” Names like: Englhardt, Link, Nelson/Wiggins, Seeburg and
Western Electric all priced for a quick release! Call for more information
and prices at (714) 432-7426 ask for Kim or John We Also carry the
largest collection of player piano rolls anywhere! you can see most of
current Musical Instruments on our website at
(http//www.playerpianos.com) (1-02)

Harp rolls/H rolls/outer panels H glass/Encor banjo.
J. Pohlpeter, 503-656-9757. (4-01)
G-Roll spool frame. Call 440-593-2155 (Ohio) (3-02)

John Wrasse
Piano Moving
Specializing in:
Player Grands, Nickelodeons, & Orchestrions
Anywhere in Continental US & Canada
•••••
25 years experience
Knowledgeable Rebuilder and Collector
Well-known • References Available
Insured
•••••
Your instrument is wrapped, padded and
secured for transport in an insulated and
clean custom-built heavy-duty trailer.
Professional and personal service.
John P. Wrasse
Phone: 319-872-3495 - Cell: 630-542-4298
E-mail: pianopro@iowatellecom.net
31449 216th St., Bellevue, IA 52031
(6-01)

A pneumatic restoration service for reproducing pianos,
nickelodeons and player pianos. Factory new restoration
techniques will insure many years of trouble free operation.
UPS shipping cartons furnished for any style action.
464 Dugan Rd.

•

Richfield Springs, NY 13439

315-858-2164

(6-01)

WANTED
AMPICO, DUO-ART, WELTE, RECORDO rolls wanted. I’ll buy
small or large collections. Now is the time to clean out
duplicates and unwanted tunes! Contact: Dave Caldwell,
400 Lincoln Lake Rd. Lowell, MI 49331, phone: 1-616-897-5609,
email: davidwfrommi@webtv.net (1-02)
All kinds of disc & cylinder music boxes and rare ones as well.
Orchestrions of German origin. Organs of German origin. Related
instruments. Small to medium collections welcome. Offers to: H.P.
Kyburz, Jubilaumsweg 10, CH-5036 Oberentfelden/Switzerland. (601)
We buy all types of standard pianos - “concert grand to miniature
grand” - we sell wholesale to the trade. We exchange pianos for what
you are looking for! Jay Mart Wholesale, “The Piano Store for Piano
Stores”, 800-411-2363; 216-382-7600. (4-01)

Magic Melodies
360 LAWLESS ROAD - JAMESTOWN, KY 42629

Reproducing and 88 Note Rolls
Program Rolls
Collectibles
AUCTIONS AND FIXED PRICE SALES!
ALL ROLLS IN PERFECT PLAYING CONDITION
WITH GOOD BOXES

For Periodic Lists Write or Call

Tel. 270-343-2061
Laura

Shelby

(5-01)
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Myth No. 88
Ask the people of the Ozarks what a pork medallion is
and they will proudly show you the ribbons from the
feeder pig division at the county fair.
Springdale, Arkansas 2002
Myth No. 98
People from the Ozarks believe eating food al dente
means without dentures.
Springdale, Arkansas 2002

1927-29 Knabe 5’8” Grand
with Ampico A style player
and over 100 original
Ampico rolls.
Rare and beautiful Louis XV carved mahogany case,
ivory keys, good condition. Death forces sale in Oregon.
Asking $12,5000. Call Bob at 541-267-5361.
Over 500 additional Ampico rolls in California,
negotiable in small or large lots, list available,
call Adrienne at 408-264-9073 eves.
or Adrienne@Britishcar.com

CHICKERING AMPICO
GRAND PIANO, 1935.
In good working order. Also 85 piano rolls in good
shape, mostly classical, together with a beautiful
specially built roll cabinet and an attractive antique
piano stool. Would like to sell all for $8500.
Harry I. Etelman,
330 S. Ocean Blvd, Apt 2-A • Palm Beach, Florida.
Phone 561-832-7004 • E-mail: hieyou@aol.com

(4-01)
(4-01)

Myth No. 103
People from the Ozarks believe exotic pasta consists of
dinosaurs, robots and ABC’s.
Springdale, Arkansas 2002
Myth No. 262
In the Ozarks garnishing often conjures up visions of
lost wages more than parsley and organce slices.
Springdale, Arkansas 2002

AMICA
BROCHURES
(Free)

and
BROCHURE HOLDERS
($3.00 each Post Paid)

BENNET LEEDY ROLLS
THE PIANO ROLL CENTER
LEEDY BROTHERS MUSIC ROLLS

ROBIN PRATT

4660 Hagar Shore Road
Coloma, Michigan 49038
Phone 616-468-5986 • Fax 616-468-0019
Email: leedyrolls@ameritech.net

630 East Monroe Street
Sandusky, Ohio 44870-3708

Ampico, Welte, Duo-Art, 88 and 65 Note, Nickelodeon, and
other rolls. Send for your auction and reissue lists today.
Serving collectors since 1970.
Web page: www.leedyrolls.com
(2-02)
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Order from:

Phone: 419-626-1903
e-mail: pianola@cros.net
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- Music for the AMPICO EXPANDED SELECTION FOR
SPRING - SUMMER 2001

Finest quality replicas or original Ampico
rolls featuring popular and show tunes
from the 193 as. Write for catalog, or
e-mail us (please include postal address):
davesauI@pacbell.net

PRECISION MUSIC ROLLS
1043 Eastside Road
EI Cajon, CA 92020-1414
(6-01)

l.

r

WANTED TO BUY
MUSIC BOXES
MUSICAL CLOCKS
MECHANICAL ORGANS
Always in the market for better quality disc and cylinder
music boxes, musical clocks, singing birds, band organs,
player organs, monkey organs, Wurlitzer 78 rpm jukeboxes,
slot machines. Any condition.

MARTIN ROENIGK

~

75 Prospect Avenue
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(800) 671-6333

•

(501) 253-0405

www.mechantiques.com·mroenigk@aol.com

(6-02)
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AMICA ITEMS FOR SALE
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Get the Whole Story !
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The AMICA Bulletin remains the single source of complete information about the technical and
social aspects of our hobby. No home library would be complete without a FULL SET of the
AMICA Bulletins, bound into sets by year.
In addition, technical articles published in the bulletin have been extracted and published as
invaluable reference volumes. More than 30 years of knowledge, discovery and revelation can be
found in the TECHNICALITIES, a complete set of which takes less than 30 inches of shelf space!

ly !

ORDER TODAY! In stock for immediate shipping via United Parcel Service or US Mail.

AMICA Technicalities
Since 1969, AMICA has been publishing into bound volumes, collections of technical articles written and contributed by its members for publication in The AMICA
Bulletin. They may be purchased as follows:
Vol 1 - 1969 to 1971 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$10.00
Vol 2 - 1972 to 1974 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8.00
Vol 3 - 1975 to 1977 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9.00
Vol 4 - 1978 to 1980 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.00
Vol 5 - 1981 to 1988 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20.00
Vol 6 - 1989 to 1993 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20.00
Postage Paid
Please note: Supplies of the earlier volumes may be
temporarily unavailable as stock is depleted.
Overseas orders may take longer than domestic shipments.

The AMICA Bulletin
1971 through 1999 bound annuals
of the AMICA Bulletins
$24.00 (U.S. Dollars) per year postage paid
Make checks payable to: AMICA International

Send Orders to: Stuart Grigg
Grigg Graphic Services, Inc.
20982 Bridge Street
Southfield, MI 48034
Fax: (248) 356-5636
e-mail: stuartg@grigg.com

Attention Chapters!
AMICA
STATIONERY
and
ENVELOPES
This is a reduced
sample of
the small letterheads
which can be purchased.

AMICA Brochure Holders
are now available
for $3.00 each.
They are clear plastic
with AMICA Logo imprinted
on a gold label.
Included will be as many
AMICA New Member Info Brochures
as you wish at no charge.

AMICA STATIONERY & ENVELOPES
For Quantities and Pricing contact:

Stuart Grigg
Grigg Graphic Services, Inc.
20982 Bridge Street
Southfield, MI 48034
Fax: (248) 356-5636
e-mail: stuartg@grigg.com

Make checks payable to
AMICA International.
Order from:
Robin Pratt
AMICA Publications
630 East Monroe Street
Sandusky, OH 44870-3708
pianola@cros.net
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REPLACEMENT LEADERS
These 11 1/4" x 17" reprints, not trimmed and without tabs, are excellent replicas of the more popular types of
reproducing piano roll leaders. While intended for roll repairs, they may also be used for decorative purposes.
To splice, overlay new leader on old roll, lay a straightedge on an angle, cut through both papers with a sharp
knife, discard scrap, and butt-join with magic mending tape on top surface.

,

"

,
A'. Brown on buff
(For early red label boxes)

B. Black on ivory
(Area for reusable
artist photo)

C. Black on ivory
(Most common)

D. Black on ivory
(Very late rolls by combined
Aeolian!American)

AM !PITca
'1\..~c0'1\..'D[:l'{q

Note: Early Welte's
with blue leaders may
be repaired with this
brown leader. Many of
these when reissued
had brown leaders.

E. Green on ivory
(Most common)

Please make checks payable to

AMICA INTERNATIONAL,
And send to:
BRIAN K. MEEDER
904A West Victoria Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-4745
e-mail address for orders:
BKMEEDER@aol.com
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F. Green on ivory
(Favorite Fifty &
Selected Roll Service)
Checks or money
orders from foreign countries
must be drawn
on U.S. bank.

G. Welte
Brown on buff
(Most common)

Style
A
B

Price: $ l.00 each
Minimum Order: $10.00

Quantity

C
D

Postage and Handling

$ 5.50

Roll Order

$

_

Total Amount (U.S. $) $

_

E
F
G
Total Quantity

--------:1J
_

